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valent in tropical regions. I'ti etiology VM
mediolne was emerging as a spaoiality in great 
«il» paper will explore how the Father of Tropical Medicine,
patriot Hanson, approaohed identifying the cause of Beriberi, this; •- ■■lllli
P»Pt** wil1 consider how Manson's approach influeneed inveeti- 
gators sent. Iron mo London school of fropleal Nedioina and 
at the Institute for Medical ftesearoh (Kuala Lumpur).
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ooveries rooted tropieal medicine in germ theory. Manson and his. 
investigators were looking for the poison-producing or infection- 
causing germ responsible for beriberi. Yet by 1913. beriberi was 
attributed to defieienoy of a vitamin in me diet* In the parind 
of 1900 to 1912, how did Manson and me investigators he influ­
enced handle evidence that diet was connected with the cause of
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Beriberi was prevalent in tropical regions and aboard ships 
up until the second decade of this century. Sometines fatali beri- 
beri causes secondary nerve lesions. •
Beriberi is recorded occuring as early as 269? B.O. The name 
is probably derived from the Malayan word Lirblri, meaning a 
tripping or jerky gait, and the Hindustani word bharbari, meaning
•1swelling. There are two forms of the diseasei dry and wet. As 
suggested by the Malayan word, the dry form manifests itself in 
the atrophy of the extremities which makes walking difficult. In 
the wet form suggested by the Hindustani word, the extremities are 
bloated with liquid.
At the start of the twentieth century, beriberi became wide­
spread in tropical regions, especially those where people were
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eating polished rice. "Beriberi stood second only to malaria in
its evil effects upon the Malays and Chinese."*' At this time, the
husking or polishing of rice, formerly done by hand, was increas-
“I;;*««<'?> ingly performed by machines. The machines completely removed the
husk or pericarp of the rice which had been only partially re­
moved in the manual process.
The pericarp of rice contains Vitamin B,, thiamin, which is 
necessary for human metabolism. Whole wheat, yeast, and certain 
beans are also sources of thiamin, but these items are usually not 
a part of a diet in which rice is the main staple. If a person’s 
diet does not include enough thiamin for the body’s needs, beri­
beri will result. Diseases which are caused by a deficiency of
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eases." Beriberi was the first disease to be classified as a defi­
ciency disease. Indeed, investigations into the cause or etiology 
of beriberi contributed to forming the concepts of deficiency
diseases and vitamins*
At the same time as people in the tropics were eating indus­
trially prepared rice and being stricken with beriberi. Great 
Britain changed its policy concerning its tropical possessions, 
The change began in I895 with the appointment of Joseph Chamber­
lain (1835-1914) as Secretary of State for the British colonies, 
Chamberlain advocated a policy of "constructive imperialism,"
This policy slewed the tropics as a region rich in resources but 
not entitled to the British government's usual laissez-faire 
policy.-' To realize this exploitation of the tropics, Chamberlain 
needed skilled Britons to go to the colonies to build railroads 
and harbors anC to supervise native workers, "She health of 
Britons in the tropics became a matter of imperial interest and 
concern."
A prevalent and long-standing attitude about health in the 
tropics considered the white man ill equipped biologically to 
deal with tropical heat and moisture and therefore particularly 
susceptible to tropical disease. But at the time of Chamberlain's 
appointment, the germ theory was becoming popular, and a new at­
titude toward health in the tropics arose. The germ theory was 
thought to be applicable everywhere, including the tropics where 
some unique, indigenous germs just might be waiting to be dis­
covered. People came to believe that diseases in the tropics could 
be handled by applying "a generalized European approach to medi­
cine and disease."^
Dr. Patrick Manson (184^-1922) was a major supporter of ap­
plying germ theory to tropical diseases. He had served as a Colo­
nial Medical Officer in Amoy and Hongkong until he was forty-five. 
In 1883, Manson had discovered the parasite which caused the 
tropical disease elephantiasis, it3 lif cycle, and its carrier, 
the mosquito. He became known as "Mosquito Manson. " 7 Later 
Manson was to be known a3 the Father of Tropical Medicine.
Manson felt that heat and moisture were not causes and cures 
could be found by employing germ theory. In an article of 1898 
in the British Medical Journal. Manson said, "The direct causes 
of ninety-nine per cent of these diseases (tropical) are germs."®
Applying germ theory to the tropics would require knowledge 
of tropical regions and their diseases. But there was no British 
institution devoted to the systematic teaching of tropical medi­
cine despite three centuries of British colonialism in the tropics. 
Since his return from the tropics in I8 89. Manson relayed some 
information to students at three hospitals where he was a lec­
turer.° In I897, Chamberlain appointed Manson as the Medical Ad­
visor to the Colonial Office. As better health in the tropics was 
imperative for constructive imperialism, Cnamberlain supported 
and wa;; heavily influenced by Manson in matters of health. Manson 
also used his position in the Colonial Office to push for educa­
tion in tropical medicine. In a 1897 speech, Manson said, "There 
are dozens of diseases more or less special to the tropics - dis-
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Since his return from the 'tropica hi in
locating educe tion in tropical medi cine, Mans on was trying>dbrd 
generally to establish tropical medicine as a medical specialty* 
"Given these circumstances and the importance of good health to 
colonial imperialism, the emergence of the scientific specialty 
of tropical medicine was necessary and inevitable. " * 1 Mans on tried
to find a theoretical basis for the infant specialty. He advanced 
geographical distribution of parasites as the theoretical basis# 
although he realized that as many tropical diseases resulted from 
bacteria, nutrition, and physiology as did from parasites. 12 In 
a 1399 speech, Manson stated the great underlying principle of 
tropical medicine as "the interdependence of man and beast in mat­
ters of pathogenic germs,
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V  In Africa in 199$, Ross wrote, "Instead of wasting tine 
over further academic proof, I determined to study the habits of
M sbM so ( mosquito) in Freetown with 1 view to the practical
Ikmeasure of their reduction." Rose was very anxious to apply his 
knowledge and implement preventive measures, rose spoke to Sanson 
^hdut jte,Miri|,;:h^ . faes said, "But he never seemed .-,
^ t n a l a r i a )  and was, inter-. .-■ 
',''"t,^ # d  b^flty/ in parasitological aide of- the subject*- while -
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I was more interested in the practical side. ^ Hanson never at­
tempted to organise the practical prevention of elephantiasis, 
t&e disease of which he discovered the cause. "He {Manson) seemed 
to think that this (practical prevention) would spring automatical­
ly from the scientific knowledge of the facts, a thing Which, as 
every .sanitary officer knows# does not follow* by any means; •"
fhe manner in which Roca handled the practical prevention of 
malaria mo Maneon that of elephantiasis ic consistent with the 
approach each took toward the role of tropical medicine in col­
onial! :m* Roan advocated **public health for development,” while
17M&noon advocated "scientific research for development#" Manoon 
stressed increasing knowledge of etiology and pathology of tropi­
cal disease;; which were often studied in England, far away from
I fit ;r ;pxcr., rioaa ;itr*. »«<1 "an alternative, holistic medical 
-Mr «/li,;rn lwhich) ;aw genor-U living conditions, diet, and san- 
a:; the main determinant •. of hou1th. - j 8 In Rons’ program,
: >v!an i v.-i:: seen n a fuse far expeditions to the tropics.
in - an(j f!ach become a founding lathers of a school
medicine. In the first twenty-five years the two 
(.no'!,, were open, dorr ’ school. the Liverpool School of Tropical 
:* die in. , sent thirty-two expedition? to the tropics while Manson's
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At the conclusion of the speech, Kan; on admits h< "spent most of
..22the time on symptoms and pathoiogy and little on treatment.
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THIS LONDON SCHOOL OF TROPICAL MEDICINE
Mans cm O  brain-child, the London School of Tropical Medicine, 
opened in November, 1899, an a result of Chamberlain's backing.
The Colonial office, the Indian Office, and the colonies financed
21- ■the London School* In Man:*on's estimation, the primary goal of 
the London School was to be "a special center to develop research 
and education in tropical medicine" and secondary was to "train
medical officer,; for work in the colonies;•"
Twenty-eight student:; enrolled in the first, three-month ses-
o  r ■ ■
rsion.' J The students were required to be qualified medical prao
♦ . 94titioners or to be in their fifth year of medical studies. $he 
School was located at Alfred Docks Hospital .here Manson was on 
the ::taff* The patients at Alfred Docks were Indian, Chinese, and 
African seamen who omul }y hud care::; of ma laria, fil&riasis* and 
ber 1 bcri {very comrnon in 1899).
A typical day at the School wont a:: follows! 10-11 a.m., ward 
work with note-taking; 11 a.m.-) p.m., :y-*ema tic instruction by 
the resident tutor? .!.p *m., luncheon? p*n•, pathological
work, cl Lnic-il inuiru.r Lon in ti,*.- ward.-; and MUt-Kd lent department! 
t l - j p.nn, 1; cturet or jm the! ogle U work.*'^  ivui/or* used the London 
*,ehool to in,: i Ui and propagate hi;: -pproach to tropical medicine. 
"Munson was indeed the father and the ruh''‘ '-f every thing it the
S ch o o l  and was co n s u l te d  on every a s p e c t *  *' "
m INFLUHm OF GEHM THEORY ON BKRIBERI INVESTIGATIONS
How (Jid the new tropical medicine deal with the puzzle of 
Beriberi. We have discussed Manson’s positions as Medical Advisor 
tc the Colonial Office and an founder of and teacher at the 
London School of Tropical Medicine. The type of influence he had 
or Uw illumination of the etiology of beriberi and the work of 
o'iirr investigators who were re.la ted to the London School is the 
main concern of this paper.
when discussing Mans on* r> influence, we are also inherently 
discussing the influence of the germ theory. This is apparent 
from the origin.? of tropical medicine, described earlier. K« Codell 
Carter maintains that the germ theory aided the emergence of de­
ficiency theory* "Thus the rerm theory revived interest in scurvy 
and it mot I W o  i researchers to .. a theoretical understanding 
of beriberi. Without Uris motivation, work on beriberi might have 
stagnated once the disease could be controlled, just as the work 
on scurvy had stagnated about a century earlier.Although the 
germ theory cervainly caused Lnvestigutors to put observations 
Into a theoretical co ,!•;>;t, it also caused them to discredit evi­
dence connecting rice to the discus.* Disciples of the germ theory 
wore slow in accosting that any article of food was linked to the 
incidence of a disease, Until the role of rice was established, 
th- > Aase could not bo controlled* therefore, Carter’s predicted 
3 cognation of research upon disease control is superfluous 
because the demand of the rerm theory for theoretical foundation
of disease. Although the insistence on a theoretical understanding 
of the disease may be credited with the culmination of beriberi
research in the deficiency theory, germ theory mentality retarded
the establishment of the connection between beriberi and rice, 
an important conceptual forerunner of the deficiency theory, ; 
and hence, the implementation of disease control.
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MANECN'S TREATMENT OF DIETARY EVIDENCE
Manson’s mo-;t concise statement of his views on the causa* 
tion of beriberi is a 1^01 Inaugural Adress on "The Etiology of 
Beri-Bori," presented to the Epidemiological Society of London* 
"Although Manson did no original work on beriberi, he continued 
to formulate conjectures on its true etiology and to stimulate 
reseatch. This speech contains an analysis of the previously 
advanced dietetic and microbic theories, and sets forth Hanson's: 
own theory* Mans or* begins by assuring the urban audience that 
"in 3ome partu at least of our empire beri-beri is a very impose**; 
tant element in the .state probl v -./ch the Government has to 
handle."-*1 Another reason for concern >out beriberi, Hanson says 
is the appearance of case.: of the disease originating in the
t omp o vate c1i ma te of Europe and the U.f.A.
Vvhen considering the dietetic theory, he identifies its pro* 
ponents as attributing "the disease to a prolonged and uniform 
rice diet. ” ^2 The experiment of Takaki, a physician in the Japan­
ese Navy, ir: discussed * Takaki supported nitrogen deficiency as 
the cause of beriberi. In 1B8E, he convinced the Japanese Navy 
to change its diet to one richer in nitrogen. The incidence of 
beriberi in the Navy dropped rapidly from a range of thirty-two 
to forty-five put cent to almost zero per cent*
Manson attacks Takaki*s theory} nitrogen starvation, he claims, 
probably has no connection to the disease at all. Manson 3ays, 
"Takaki *s theory may have led to successful practice, but success S ’? %%
in practice docs not necessarily prove the correctness of the 
theory on which the practice was founded.” Man3on asks why beri­
beri then strikes the wealthy and. in institutions where the 
amount and physiological content is carefully planned* He then 
gives examples of people on diets containing enough nitrogen who 
developed beriberi such as Japanese laborers in Fiji, the Singa­
pore Jail, ship beriberip and asylums in Ireland and Bio de Janl- 
ero. Manbon states that if nitrogen starvation is the cause of 
beriberi, then it should proceed all cases of beriberi. Hence the 
examples abovn disprove the nitrogen theory. Because of the non-* 
conforming examples and faulty theory, he dismisses Takaki’s ex­
periment including the spectacular improvement with the change Of 
diet*
Kan;,on goes on to discuss J r .  C. iiijkman'c experiments with 
prisoners in Java and with fowls* of the prisoners consuming rice
* i*h “ v-nly-fiv- par cent of the pericarp, only one in ten thou­
sand was strisln witl beriberi. One of every thirty-nine prison­
ers earing rice without seventy-five per cent of the pericarp
• irv*”•: spud the- J ‘ sn- prisoner in four hundred and sixteen
being 'ed on a mixture of the two typos of rice developed beri­
beri." Mu.son also ner.t ions recoveries in Japan and Australia 
rc*su: ling b^om ti tuting beans and barley flour for rice. Man- 
:on say ; jf / i jkman's w*«rki "These facts are to be noted, but not
nets*. -sriiy interpreted as proofs that beriberi is a rice caused
■ ■ ■ ■disease, much less a nitrogen-starvation theory.”*'
tunson then passe on to a "much more plausible" theory, that 
of a germ disease which he says is compatible with the Japanese
experiences. He lists several experiments involving supposedly 
Isolated beriberi germs, but admits that no germ has been demon­
strated to be the specific cause of beriberi. He comments,
Unfortunately, observations are crude and open to 
objection on grounds of technique! more unfortunate 
than this is the suggestive want of uniformity as 
to the morphological and cultural characters of var­
ious organisms separated,...There is also a suspi­
cious unanimity as to the pathological effects pro­
duced by those very different organisms when in­
jected into the lower animals.-^5
Manson's intense commitment to the germ theory prevented him from 
pursuing a dietary hypothesis even when experimental results pointed
mans o n 's theory of the etiology of beriberi
In his 1901 speech, Manson proceeds to voice his own version 
of the germ theory$ "To my mind the theory which best conforms to 
all the known facts in respect to the etiology and pathology of
beriberi is to the effect that this disease is purely an intoxica­
tion produced by a toxin elaborated by a germ whose nidus is lo­
cated outside the human body,"^ He reaches this theory by follow­
ing an extended analogy with alcoholism, a form of neuritis* Al­
though he admits that there is no evidence to support the commun­
icability of beriberi, he states ba dly "that it (beriberi) is 
produced by a living germ is cert . . He is sure a germ is in­
volved since the disease can be 1 * %r. nor* i place place as# he
claims, is evidenced in the case -* 10 rv’ S*' In i : . - He also
maintains that beri beri can m lS*.:y i?.if\.l. pr 'id * He n >?r ' the
idea of multiplica '.or: wi * p q - * ) ’ t'.H■ V if ■ an *■;in*: :< t A m ■ ese,
coming from place'* vr ;re r ■' - 1 o r • -n t: and St.: tti ■ * r In .tc.
Caledonia, an islnr r ? ? '1». Th-.: n .WC'.smen;.: *:• an to 1-
s A 1 ia t e w .1 th a na t iV n ' ]: . . »: * *-.-*/ •qrelit;;J ev* 1-v . h>‘Tiber:;,
IS d >es not menti ■ ; * •* ' ? ■ f tile r 'V ■ omom r.:h-1 res thmi *■ ood w■ i-th v
t ‘ n a t i v e s .
•ie then argu •.. it .• rapil rcovery «f beribeKm, when re- 
mov; 3 the r 1. v-eame 11- and tak n to the haspita|m ;
so "£* (-qrrr rahcd m <tr id•. th body, s in -v develop­
ing in 1 -:Tr A U ■itive.y slow |.*i * Utilising the
alcohol ism a m  lag./* as mm t, ‘•red earlier, Man :on supports a prae-
tice anal orrn Lo <k inr. liquor away from an alcohol jn; He aaya, 
"Take the .;u'f- r r t'c-.-n ’>i.r!V-rl away from th*< nirnumt: under
which he'.: t* in* roi.t^ivd md ln a few days he begin. to m*’ft<i#
He goes on lo : ay, "But although we may conclude with a fair 
ahow of reason, that beriberi in a tox in-produced disease we can 
not say what the toxin is, what the germ producing }t is or where 
this germ resides. Mans on allows that rice and other farina­
ceous cereals may be contaminated by germs falling from the walls 
of factories into the food* Munson concludes, "Or the other hand, 
it may be that the germ distils its toxin from some other medium, 
clothes, the soil, wood, or what not, and so poison through the at* 
mosphere. This is speculation - but X think we have distinct evi* 
dense to show that beri-beri is, in a sense, a place disease#*
Manson's view echoes in the 189? article by his colleague at 
the :camen':3 society Hospital at Royal Alfred Docks, Dr# D# C# Rees 
In *'Der i-Beri A 'Place' Disease, Not A Pood Disease," Rees is re* 
spending to a ship's doctor who published a report of a beriberi 
outbreak and attributed the cause to food# Holding the position of 
Medical Tutor at the London Dch >ol from 1899-1902, Rees insists 
the hygienic changes instituted at the same time as the dietary 
changes were responsible for the recovery at sea. Reus discredits 
the food connection by quoting Manson1 "As Dr# Munson points out, 
the disappearance of beriberi from the Japanese navy proved nothing 
more than that effective prophylaxis had been established*Rees 
go ^  on to recount the history'' of the vessels of a certain ship 
I’ne nd claims "beriberi has a predilection for particular ships* 
:inc beriberi h*s occurred on only half the ships which were "all
16
h pdrawing their food supply presumably from the same source." Rees 
in presuming that the food supply was exactly the same repeated the 
scientific error committed by Manson in the New Caledonia casej 
they did not fastidiously monitor the food variable in situations 
which they claim are germ-related.
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o a i  t e r e a r c h  ( i t  d i  Lumpur) ,
n r  Lch r o a r e r  o f hive. * i «a  i i n i r if a nr on *
•tuf i 0 i •<;ncy t h e o r y oh . n put  f • ^ th by 1 nr t i t
i J ;■ ej. n r ' ' i e i « .a«’; ) rexpand-. a■ i n 19 n by
vi  ‘ am 1»i L h r  m ' :,r >■ » T r c ,pi cay Di *) a ■ * ;
e a r  e a l -urn. S limit to.; «. f i r , ;  t ?> H> I ieh od i n
y-vn  through o v e r  fourteen odi  c i nr, : * A f t e r  Mans on*; :  death, hi- 
..on-in-1-*'-’ L i r P h i l i p  Mans on-Bah r, a London School man* edi ted * n 
; :-v- nth  (19S1) through the fourteenth edition (19;/*),
The JoctLai on borlheri changed dramatical ty from the fourth 
ediiLon (19*1) to the twelfth (19^9)* The fourth edition contains
dfl
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^  motion ,r r i c e  investigator, in the beriberi 'History- s e c t i o n ,  
m  the a i M o g y '  -section. the theories of London School and Innti-
in' !r:' montio"1'i *«U a* Ross. Kanaon mentions
-ari a, a,us • , V }0 ? ^xperimont connecting rice with
y . 4-'t -V* i 'j'■ > -■ *** * . . - >  * % »  . %4 ; * * •'* f *.« .-a) j n rj i ;rron * r * t * , a \ . 4..... ‘ ; 'Ji,’lar y ■ ax cent*,.; by pointing
,  v i ■*' •«> b , s ,. . * i
' - •  ■ *■■■ cok- wan :n:nr . v , ;1 ; i t t h . . ;ariL : but do fore d in -
■-■ or,,. , <sr h n para **aph ’ ’a .  i i ’'B er iber i  in a
r a>nm t bu r iv f' airir . i ;T a a T? * o 1 re a T»*
'10 - - v f i « . , a IV h : a mou : y% - / > r 1;r'a : • n r^'a nl
* ! -if r- ho d--‘\' ' a a i  th ! (i ' • ' "0.1 1 , rep ’ -0 : m *% 0 ' by p, nr;. " r
; 1 aMr : coo.a.-. •* ' -X - - a a  bu ‘! ky , and b L . • ■* ng the p a t ie n t .  1
y * i j'-c- ** Vl f th 0 11 i on { . ■ t ) h ; a prf■ ■ La nAry . ■ a 0 on vi tan inn
d i 1ion to th 1> fur Thor dincuo. ' ion of i i n th- b<.:r 'r i  ncc t i
■'1 ’ •* **e h inn'll t n e e 1 : o n r <comm e n d : adm u i lo t n r i n 5 B-, extract: * ,
Bn* to- intnrv-tniru' f i f t h ,  nlxth ,  :>;vonth# and ninth edit ion-  
are known to contain remnant-'- nf the farm theory of b e r ib e r i ,  In 
the t i l t h  edit ion ( ]p K ) ,  yiaruon inserted thin statement into the
*iii ,;j tor y  * ‘-■ct i on 1 Mit.- pr inc . 1 pa: f
;'fac t o r  ha., oh OW]a 1 :1 * O n d i e t : iry  0
n>v 0r-mi  ’ ^ ; r L r c , " ' !
■ !\
Ion ■•hi : - tat-
,edl *•» 1» j 11 \ ] ■ 7 ) t an . 1 -ob.:,;- \a- ra
th 0 two 1 f t } - U ?n 0 to ro- Mit t, p a
01S ■ 0 : om ". r , c  1b a v«»•' W? i. han . ’0 • - 1. • M on« i r
•C 1-9i L 1 O'a 1 !"ti ono conta in r'n■ 1 1 / y )' i- 5, « J * * 4
. ee t i on i  mj a-i* .1 jus t; pan * 1 bl e t h a t
t hi, d o f i o l ency mor d y  pri-d 1 go a 00
rru,n
J " r i n c i p a l  -  i t  may not be i t a  only
and seventh.
In the biology* 
til ion brought about by 
, race.  a ary for  the 
■opera v, ion at name thing e.l a.-, p*-h »p * an unknown g-rm which in the 
ababp.’e of thin deficiency v.ouid remain inoperative even if
19
iiQm  ' reduce i. ’*
ln tr': ''dition, thorn i : an addnd ;eetion, "Pood de-
i * thl
'i: '» ; r* . ' rv. r \ v- • ' -■ ; - j «i. . not invariably a sa
motion -n:,.S'"■:on-B:thr ,:ay.-, °Po.;
* 1 ■ )CCU^ *n -i. ocia ti ^ n wj th
,,4")n ’ ninth oiition (Kh.B) otlll haa the re-
*n ‘ * ^  Patient and thi>; .statement! "Relapses
r'>’ ’ = rL ' b;; a V; rho original diet or source of
In Id98 ChamberInin sent out a dispatch which foreshadowed 
the founding of the London Johool and inspired Liverpool merchants 
to 1 >und the Liverpool lehool of Tropical Medicine# Gtating the 
importance of scientific research and education in tropical di- 
. , the dispatch and its message even reach00 some colonies*
In thfederated s;taten of Malaya, 3ir frank weetenham, the 
liesident^doneral, responded to the message and the needs of his 
people. In  the last ton years of the nineteenth century, the 
Kwala Lumpur Hospital alone admitted almost sixteen thousand people 
suffering from boriheri, and three thoursand of these patients died 
an a resul t of beriberi*Lweetonham .said, "These States have 
prospered exceedingly and I can not imagine any better use to 
which some of our means may be devoted than a scientific and a us* 
tained research into the causes and if possible the means of pre­
venting and curing such scourges as beriberi and all forms of ma~ 
larzul fever," ' Thu concern for health and generousity were 
clnracs-rijjt ic of the government of the Federated States of Malaya* 
"Malaya ha., given mor- (money) for research in proportion to its 
su- than any other colony.
The Government of the Ledera : Gtates of Malaya financed 
the Pathological Institute• Designated a federal department, it 
opened in 1900 and was situated in Kuala Lumpur which was almost 
in the center of the Malay Pennisula. It housed biological, bac­
teriological, and entomological laboratories*
THE INSTITUTE FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH
Hamilton Wright (186?-I91?}f th« first Director of the Insti­
tute, organlaotf the InttituteVs laboratories and purchased equip- 
mem for them* Wright, an American pathologist, wan, appointed for 
a three year term, 1900-1903* Wright had served as the lathologist 
at the lender School since its opening in 1899* When the Institute 
opened, there was. an agreement that a committee of .management of 
the London chool would choose the Director of the Institute* A 
three-year torn for each director was decided to insure the 
freshnos:* of ideas at the Institute. Mans or. selected Wright to be 
the first director.^^ f,His (Wright’s) early work on neuro-pathology 
was perhaps a reason why, by an arrangement with the London school 
of Tropical Medicine.,; Wright was selected in 1900 by the Colonial 
Office to organize a medical research centre in Malaya where para­
lytic beriberi filled the hospitals and perplexed the physicians."5®
HAMILTON WEIGHT, DIRECTOR OF THE INSTITUTE I9OO-I903
KAIiiON*; INSTRUCTIONS TO BERIBERI INVESTIGATORS
lince Manson hand-picked Wright, let us look at the influ­
ence Ham on had on him before examining his work and attitude to­
ward rice au a causative agent in beriberi* is we saw, as early as 
1^ 9?,. Mans on was discrediting Takaki's evidence of the curative 
effect of changing patients* diets, Rees, a colleague of Manson's 
then and later at the London School, voiced an opinion similar to 
MansonVs, 1 . e., that beriberi . was. a 'place not food* disease.
Both Mans on and Rees worked with Wright at the London. S c h o o l * J -  
doubt Mans on coached Wright on beriberi to which the Director must 
devote a lot of attention.
An example of Manson*a coaching on beriberi appears in his 
1901 speech discussed earlier. At the conclusion of his speech1 
Manson tells the an ; mee the directions he gave to a 1901 expedi­
tion from the London dchool to Christmas island and the Malay Pen­
insula, Led by H. E. Durham (1866-19^5) t the expedition was to 
’’carry out a series of experiments with the view to ascertain, 
first, the medium or media in or through which the disease is con­
veyed! and secondly, having found this, by a process of exclusion 
to isolate the organism which undoubtedly Is at the root of the 
disease.*'^
Manson also listed five points "that investigators into the 
etiology of beri-beri must be careful to attend to." The points 
are follows 1
1. The diagnosis! they must avoid mistaking other
- 22 -
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form::, of peripheral neuritis for that of beriberi.
The</ mu;:t in mind the possibility that the
disease may not have been contracted at the place 
in which it is declared.
3. That^ the toxin which produces an outbreak of 
Dorxberi may have been imported as such and not 
manufactured, so to speak, locally.
They must carefully differentiate between Pre- 
ta;po.;m g  or favouring conditions, such as over- 
crow img, heat, and moisture, bad food, etc. and 
actual direct cause.
finally, they must recognise that the actual 
cser;e must correspond in its geographical distribu-■ i >n n t the d isca.m, u
. 'C Ii psint :\; 'N t i 1 e • a particular attitude toward food
WRIGHT*G i n v e ; t i o a t i o n  and theory op b e r i b e r i
'/.'right's work on beriberi was concerned with the change:; in 
the nervous system caused by the disease and wrote detailed de­
scriptions of the changes. Wright and an earlier investigator, 
iravers, both conducted experiments at the pudoh Goal in Jelangor
(Malaya) which they "erroneously interpreted...as affording evi-
6ldence against food a factor in beri-beri causation.1* In
19 0 1, Wright arranged for a small group and a large group of 
healthy prisoners to be put in different parts of the prison and 
fed according to the same diet. The rice in the diet was steri­
lized. gix and four tenths per cent of the large group became ill 
with beriberi while everyone in the small group remained healthy* 
Wright then excluded food or an air-borne infection as the convey­
ance of the beriberi infection* He.proposed that "people infect 
themselves and others with a germ which they pick up in dirt, and
v Z  *> :
convey into their food, and nass again in their faeces.**
'-I LI. I A.-*: hRkdVOU nND HI:; RICE-R&LATED THEQHY
wi • 1 inm i oonard Brad-Ion { 1 863^193^) served as a Colonial 
s:-dioal itfiacr in Galiya form Hid to 1908* Ouring: thaae years*;'.', 
when ha w:i;; oc)i practicing: medio Ino, he was investigating':bo;ri^ 
hcrl. In l y Q * '  . Braddop submit led a detailed report of hie work on 
beriberi to the Colonial office. in 1907, Braddon*s book* The 
Core and prevention of &ori~leri, was published. Hie book con*
. .tains *.a. large volume of evidence to show that beriberi mm;. intl»; 
mately connectd with rice."^ The merit of his book is not based 
on Braddon's experimentation or even his particular rice theory, 
but on his consolidation of all previous work done on beriberi 
and his interpretation of all this work as indicative of rice 
being linked with beriberi. "Braddon correctly related beriberi 
to a diet of white rice at a time when Wright and Daniels at the 
Institute were pursuing the blind lead of the infection theory."
Braddon maintained that MIn mixed communities, and places 
where Beri-Beri is prevalent, rice eaters, alone are attacked! and
fs i"
tho e who eat no rice escape. J Ho explains, the limitation to 
rice-eaters by hypothesising that a poison exists in rice and 
generate.; beriberi when ingested. When rice .1:; prepared and 
stored in certain ways, it is vulnerable to a fungus which pro­
duces a poison. If the rice is bo!led before the pericarp (husk) 
is removed, the fungus or its spores will be destroyed. Rice 
treat- d in this way is called "cured." In Malaya, the Tamil race 
eats "Bengal” rice from India or the "Penang" (or "Province") rice
which is prepared in Malaya and coats half the price of Bengal
' 66 :rice. Both Bengal and Fenang rice are cured* Braddon claimed
that people who consume cured rice are the least likely to he
■ 67.stricken with beriberi,. f
When the.pericarp is removed from rice without prior boiling, 
the rice is known as "uncured,* "Rangoon" and "Siamese*.rice are 
uncured. The degree of pots m in uncured rice depends on the length 
of time it is stored and the conditions of storage. Fresh uncured 
rice is likely to be much less toxic than stale uncured rice. The
Malays' husk their rice right before using it. The Chinese living 
in Malaya, however, eat stale, uncured rice* They usually use Ran- 
goon rice as do many of the country*s institutions, According to 
Braddon, beriberi will be most frequent among eaters of stale, 
uncured' rice  *'^ /'''■/'
The implications of BraddonTheory are*
1 . The incidence of the disease will vary directly 
with the quantity eaten either absolutely, or rela­
tively, to other food or other circumstances,
2. The course of the disease will be aggravated by 
continued use of the same (noxious) rice, and cease 
on its discontinuance*
3* There will be. no fixed "latent period* 11 The term 
of exposure to, or absorption of, the poison before 
the effects are produced, will vary with the indi­
vidual and the dose, and therefore be irregular.
A. it will not result from mere association with 
tho’e afflicted (contagion or infection), unless 
the food is also shared.
3* Kpidemi.es of Beri-Beri both begin and end abruptly 
without any change in outward circumstances to ex­
plain the event - apart from change in the food sup­
ply*''"'
6 . That rice, as an annual crop, is conditioned by 
season, and that, therefore, there may be apparent 
seasonal and annual variation in the prevalence of 
Eeri-Beri, depending on the amount of the disease 
(assumed to be a fungus), in tne successive crops, 
and the time of year at which they come into con- 
sumption.70
tmm;m , ;.;*v*w* ■
In summary f Braddon believes that.. .stale, uncured rice con­
tains a poison which when consumed produces beriberi* The ensuing 
disease varies directly with the amount of poisonous rice eaten, 
the;-arnount--of poison-in the'rice,; and the length of time it is 
consumed. But beriberi varies inversely with the amount of other
food oaten, possibly the amount of work done, and with individual
, , ■ . 71or racial ir’C-ptibility to the noi :on*
 ^ Braddon Vs theory of a fungus and poison was incorrect* *Nev- 
o.rthcless, it was by using his work as foundation that later
rj 'n*
work, r • in. jC-.ilaya arrived at the correct solution."
tiiie S St - 'SSfc'&SkttS
c i ; ’r: of nHjGJiT'd THKOHY AID TAEATikHNT OF DIrTAKY iiVIi/HNC-
>n 1 n
r. > •.
Ltf-i • Haon * .• -y n :( u^U.-i D!.i
* J i * •' * ‘ 9 tin.; v 1 0* r r*r«'* iy tho v  *■ h i r ] «/ of t • a/ f; * •
1 ’ ,r a i c  organ Lem which p n d u c ^  o no urotox  In in  L ..
, «?d>“i • * Cinirii-! . u.iein {1 -6*'-1.90 7), tin. . ccond director of the 
;i* utliL» anf‘ Brndijh both nointe i out flnv.-- with Wright*a theory*
*:bot the d igo t-n- ny nip tom. wheh Wright unen to ouo- 
rV;r’ hi i-on.ition occur very late in the di «a.*o and could
f u* the- primary nerve ie Lon • thought to appear, 
on. of beriberi occur rod. ^  In L. r 190?
that *r - dirt lent clan j of people, the
* 7 r>ci dene e of beriberi.'" Aluo he ‘reiterate:;
;t thn ncuri lin rright produced in ifionkoyn by 
n dirfy prr nn f 1 oom wan. probah 1 y of a
iira fid on further attactn ..rFf- t reanoninr concerning rice 
a ; a caunative factor. Brad don raid that V/right*:’ phy iologically 
correct diet including uterilined rice fed to both experimental 
group-; nhould not have been excluded an a factor bocaure of the 
experimental reunite. ’Wright neem. to have been driven by the 
force of two gratuitous aunumptionni 1* That all who nharo the.* 
name dietmuat, if it be poinonoun, become equally affected by itf 
i. That the :terili&aticn of the food (rice) mu ■ t deprive it of all 
poinonoun qualifier.w<^  Although. BraddonL theory of the poinonoun
: ? • g  i  f ' n  - M  • ■
o : » n d a r y  ]  r
book, Bradaon ; ' j o i n t : o u
Tumi • * ,  have th.r  lean*
j a r b j r : , V  or it •* :m • *> ' a f
feeding that f o r i  V.  i p  * d
. . o p t i c  n a t u r e #
quality of rice was incorrect, Wright*r interpretation of his ex~
pertinent how; a failure to tert rice-related theori
i f  their- pr<:ni:. could explain hi.: result:,.
THr. ;..',nr,0N
UUOOL* : S-iHlBEHI EXPEDITION (H. E. DU..HAK)
pi. >. *
a On ;‘ C.h a: j 
In * runt<• i
l’ Dir-of r of th-.- Institute at the time yf i,oo- 
‘ tion to ohr l * • mas i; land urai Malaya whi-'h Man a. or 
£tnd the medium \r 1 the actual 0!Y;ani:;m of beriberi,
I n  A u p u s  t  |.v)Ai , > . .
t -no ,:nat * to* i riame war officially changed from
Patho^^iea? a, , * ‘i In.' tl tute for yndical Research, The tx~; 
out in ‘cue, I,« Durham, “a d! tlngui.-heu barter- 
m i o r c b: o 1 og i.? t, " ) e j t h - * ■ x p e d i fc 1 on * ^ ^ Du rharn had. 
f,<li o-a *.• : unlc.r. Max Gruber in Germany and an- 
' i mo ! aria research. ^
L ' 1 va terminated unexpectedly and' against Manson’s 
,'“'4 -1 • id ./antod Durham to upend a year studying the di-
*-nf:h ,‘ea.;t £ut Mn June 1901, he (Durham) bad a vi-
p e d i i io n  e * 
iclogl- ■* ;• <
ted i *.'• i irif-'-ou
i :i.ed ;■
idea:: on the r e la - 
79
■' "1" du-irre,.. with Hamilton bright.*,
I 1 QnuhiP O.l T'Vr' ■ * * « ^ * . ■ „ ■ ■ . ■  ■■■" ■ , #■ ■■ » * * v « f 7  ^  - _ u* :o uonber;, ana ho retrm^d m  a huff.1* ' bur-
■..f fight of one eye during thu expedition. Before setting
v. whi *•’ ‘man Xu land in 1901, he had been on a 1900 Liverpool 
choc* expediHon studying yellow fever in Brazil. Hie colleague 
on the i^ verpn-)} expedition died of yellow fever, and Durham also 
bee am *,.i seriously x L1 # hut recovered.
utx i909, Durham published his findings in "Notes on Beriberi 
in tit e Mi lay Peninsula and on Christmas Island (Indian Ocean) ♦ *
This, forty-page survey covers, the habits' of different races, the 
‘rportance o f place to disease, a consideration of popular a tic* 
logical theories, and his own theory and experiment. He spends
about fifteen pages discuss ir the diets of each race on the 1.5-
land, phosphorus and nitrogen deficiency theories, and unsound
: fnar\\. iia makes -the fallowing three statements about food*
In and about the Federated Malay States one could 
not help being struck by the eicumstances that the 
: y/oll^to-do escaped the disease wilst those that
wore not as well favoured were stricken! and it 
was difficult not to believe that some constituent 
in food, when in sufficient amount, had a preven­
tive action, or perhaps to put it more accurately! 
that the presence of an adequate amount of some 
constituent of the diet had a sh@lteringreffoci 
of the nervous system of the individual.^
Durham is clo;- to the deficiency theory with his "presence of an 
adequate amount of some constituent of the diet** although its func­
i' i on i s no t ";; h e l ter in g of;.- the nerves* bu t in me t a b o 1 i. m. ...
his --econd statement also contain.' the same key idea as above. 
"It . eem probable that the food or absence of certain requisites 
in the food, bernrs some intimate relationship with the.pronenoss
■ ■ ......  g]to -.acquire the disease." But here the word "proneness" signals ■ . 
a disposing1 role of diet instead of a causative role, This dis­
posing idea is even more marked in the third statement. ••When, 
however, person., arc upon a supersufficient, In place of an in; uf- 
ficient of merely sufficient diet, there seems to be a marked re- 
si stance to the beriberi agency."  ^Here Durham is again putting 
food in :n auxilary role and assuming it is not "the beriberi a- 
gency." Hence, Durham's conclusion about food is suprise. He says,
Though I believe that food or some constituent 
of food may have a distinct influence upon sus­
ceptibility toward the disease, since I have not 
investigated any outbreak in which every possible 
factor save food cam be definitely excluded, 1
am incited to disbelieve that the food can havedone the mischief."S3
: i l f t e  iisapp.; -ilf r i  ce, Ifc*rha» .mentions
Braddon's belief that the kind of rice that Tamiln eat accounts fot
8Uthe rareneus of the disease amongjt them. But in his section on 
ur, .uund rice, Durham raises several objections. Pirnx he notes 
case like the Richmond Asylum outbreaks in Ireland where rice is 
not eaten and says' to make thin conform to a rice theory one must 
speculate; that the disease in Ireland was not beriberi or that the 
causative agent in rice is also present in other cereals. Braddon# 
the main proper mi o f  unsound; rice,: answers ;this .objection in his
book'■specula ting that the diteas*' in Ireland is not the beriberi of
the..'tropic;/, or that the same. disease does not necessarily have only 
3?one cause. 1
Another instance Durham uses to express doubt about the rice 
theory is that. all. the classes of workers on Christmas island eat si 
the. same, rice ^ and only the coolies are afflicted with beriberi# Yet 
when he introduces the classes he says, **It is a striking fact that 
beriberi was practically limited to the coolies who alone were sub-
go.islentu p o n /the "contract diet.*' Me also tells us that the coolies 
are the only workers paying off a debt and having no pocket money 
to jpend on food to supplement their die". Braddon notes these points 
and the unimportance of eating the same rice when other dietary dif-
. Qq -ferences exist. ■
The last case Durham raise.. i.; similar to that of the coolies. 
Ke tell3 us that Kalay;; and Tamil:, ate out of the same pot of r’ce 
and yet only Tamils became beriberic. But earlier he told us each 
race supplied the rest of their diet on their own. Braddon notes 
this point and says the relative amount of rice, i.e., poison in 
the diet is determined by the amount of other food. He al30 sug­
gests that maybe the rice was not eaten by both races over the
:.o.u// v
QQ . " " ■ • - ' ■ ' ' 'same period of time.7
Although he <!ealv; with the phosphorus and nitrogen deficiency 
iheorie ;, Durham only allude;? to Braddonls theory in the beginning 
when he describes the diet of the. famils..Durham makes no attempt 
to follow Braddon t; theory through and see if hi:: own observations 
fit. Tho aforementioned argument with V,right over the connection to 
rice and his own admission MI ait inc lined to disbelieve*1 when con­
cluding the food section may indicate that Durham had a closed 
mind with respect to .ood: or any particular food such as rice func­
tioning a. a causative agent of the disease. .
jukha!.;' : THso«y of beeibehj etiology
•■h'.n i)urham dl mi-re. Wcaa• arisenic noi.-coning theory, h? 
quote • . m  on on the clinical evidence and idea of the ability of 
UK: to multiply.7 ',.hen Durham deals with the emanation
th v 'ry, he says, "Thi.. theory has latterly been advocated by Sir 
c i t r i c  :.;an on, and ; r-rre* that the observations which I have made 
are rather direct !y oppo :cd. „, " ■ ‘ Durham*. • wording indicator a hCs* 
itancy and a reverence for Manoon that he does not express for
Durham a;, , ”.'«o ur, who has advocated an arsenical origin to 
beriberi, has recorded the finding of arsenic in the hair of beriberic 
patient it but the results of the analyse;; he gives are really op- 
P° *ed to his hynothesi.. in as much as only traces of the metal were 
discovered. **^
In his report which is mainly a collection of observations on 
existing theories, Durham makes a swipe at finding the medium of 
the germ and the germ its If a ' he was instructed to do by Mans on.
He swabbed the threats of patients, wiped the swab on agar in petri 
diih, and found that “some plates were crowded with these 'small 
looped* colonic? i. Durham never checked the throats of healthy 
people for hi . bacillus because "the local heads of the Government 
became so discourteous *..that 1 reluctantly returned home with this 
portion of the investigation uncompleted*"^ Having infected only 
one of several monkeys with a neuritis form his bacillus, Durham 
concludes, *' o far as there was any semblance of a positive result 
in the observations it- is suggestive that .beriberi is communicated "
-■'i SA H_ 1*., -J. aB.rta S S f e
j rom per.ton to per ;on more or 1 cos direct! 
an actual inf. ction. Thi.- infc -tion 
Uio upr ;r air pa . "9°
y or through fomiteu aa 
surface condition about
CliaKL- In s.'JTQH OF THE IN / ilT U iE  3 9 0 3 -
in ^r* Char! os Daniels rcnlac-sd ...right as Dirac tor of the
institute*- .*>• a Colonial Medical Officer in. British Guiana' and 
*“ i «J-i» young Janie la sent sampler of bloodworms to Manson in ling- 
land-*, an .is9B, s in on recommends5! Daniels to the' Royal foeioty for 
-h»j ]r, iuon oi. assistant- to Ros. .It* work on mon-qu-ito-.trans­
mission of Valeria. The aoyal. oeioty appointed Daniel t, and Man-on 
^ro-U;to- —.0-0 t "Ho (Daniel. ) is a goeci practical pathologist and 
Clinician* and m  addition, he leaks upon disease froift the stand-ss 
noint of *„h-' naturalint. " 97 Daniel- has been described as "a protege 
of ,'ir a trie* i&unson*"' Ohem the London Jchool opened in 3899* 
p;aniels: was the ,uperintandentr but in 1903* Mans,on urged him to 
loavt; and take the appointment at Kuala Lumpur* wlt would never 
d:p ' ; an on said* "for you to lose Kuala-Lumpur * " ^  "Mans on’s view : 
scorn , t *■ have boon that the institute and the London ehool should 
<Lrow up togc.th‘'V In brotherly Love, coupled and inseparable like 
Ca tor and loHax,' a happy union fostered best by a man of Daniel.*1 
personality and quality*” 100
Daniels approached hi., work at the Institute mainly from a bio­
logical per :pective* *»hen Daniels left Malaya at the expiration of 
his term in 1906, he became a director at the London School until 
1912 when he succeeded Manson us Medical Advisor to the Colonial 
Office, in 1927 he died in an Alfred Dock* hospital bed which
o v erlo o k ed  th e  London .c h o o l* j  la b o ra to ry # 101
2*2 Mri-Bcri. In the introduction, Daniel:; describe;; hi; 
AOr' u- "a publication of the main factor, in the occurrence of
the <U.:eu •- ir. the: ; . '  p u bl ic  ln.;ti t a l i  one ( p r i . o i -  - m,<! - y l n m . : }
nvi -iraor - • certain o t h e r  bndi.-..- of men " from ! Hu6-.l g ob . 5 jjf>
hoT'cn t--> illuminate "disputed point.; in c wmecti ->n v.-i th it etin-
1 H ) •« f
Jtr>r t i n   ^ bc-rib a r i c  n e r v e  legion.-  a r c  reeondary*
,-anie. • ay : th-a tv/o main hypotb o which won] d explain the n-ri 
m.ity < v.Mon. are another di. ;<**.:••• .. th-. ..unr. patimr and ab.-oip*
i f  poi. on (y.neratod i n s i d e  o f  outr ide  the body.
' i .f.., * m l. • . rvl -  It.* ,',... - oo . ..i i . r . c . . ' m i l . . . f ................ .....................  - „ £ * :  , Y. £ - . 'MS&mmiBiSSSi
1 ' f  * ' < * 1 f~* *
k*V;i ;
. i ' V .1; i. r, rr r I
f ’L ■'* -is a i ■■; .i cl *■• Ca*.1 ' *»91 Danielr *ay.:
* i' r *'Ti 1 1V' ( : r re: ♦ 4. >«.» i > "'p'■■•r Lcnc- ot*. i. '*m, h-• vV - v ir, st runs!'r ir' .favour ^ri ‘ , Tary a ,-,y * f;ti * i proven tat!ve* j Ar !mpr V ■-f 1 4 f : n * ■fW ]t and oar1 1c-v-. r\ » ■ x, ■ ■ , , f r- , - i f g 0 S. 1un: of •---h ;,er- tab*4 i > * ? r .A\ . 1 * <: 11 u * d ini.^ hingn *' ■)uf.br- *k. , Ar. . r.y^ ' */.m-*nt in diet,i ? 4 1 i r: A t  1» -* ■ ■ ' n •: thAa v m  t la.1 • in'. a I ’ tP . h-.r*: th' di, * **a ! 0 i - endemic,i o *■ j y-# " ? * a. u'' 0 , 4 ' > ■,c * / ■ark rtuhaeo! J r- tors- V ‘ • *tr' ■!;4 ■ ,on - #'* . r road  ^f
l r • ■ e m  *: ir.u- *• “ • »* r,■,» + ■' . »;r(> or'' th *■ r^y,ini red at'
reduce "h-j ar ")!; n i u: th L:: d: , v a ur in tr ■' in;• ta.nce
jnee-e Havy, 1 ef‘r-n *■ i f -•¥' y-» * ited tj 4; i . pa; L (charrye in di
■» n •• oh•' nv a lea.-. • * *■ •
7»V±>. i. im t Jarr -1 h! f t" in 11 rentier, tha t h». the*.rht more
nr? '* • * *> ’ ;--V. *n , Mv..u'‘r nr.-re I moort m ri mu. t  be attached
t n e o r i o :  ha.u?d on th-* a v o n t i u n  th at  ihv pe l  ;on o f  B e r i - B e r i  in 
formed in c e r t a i n  (food} article •, or in urticie : of food prepared 
in c e r t a i n  way.-, and that the et i - on thu: taken with the f o o d ,  when 
at. tor bed, cau.te . a.; a .secondary re.rul t the ne rv e  c h a n g e . T h i n
theory of poi. on m  an article of food prepared in certain way;
joundj . imi lar to Brad donV poi oonam. rice theory.
In the -even-page section, ’face au an Occasional Cause,w Dan­
iels b 1 :cu.i e : the tyneo of rice used by each race in Malaya, fo~ 
cuoe; on eatera or yncured rice, and examines details involved in 
r io t n ^ r^ tin g ' to attempt relating a particu lar crop to m  - out-a§iiisaa»ii
a recent article by Braddon.*^ After describing which r&cea us e 
cured rice and which use uncured, Daniels saya, "It will be at once 
noted that the classes iuing the ’cured* rice are those practically
free from Beri-Beri, while! those u >ing the*uncured* rice include
108tho;,e cla xses which suffer mo;t from heri-Beri.**AWW He continues,
K[t is not a matter of surprise therefore, that much attention has 
hoen given to th° question of the possibility of rice being an im­
portant factor in the causation of Beri-Beri, and it i one that
requires very careful consideration.
Citing India as a place where cured rice Lr. consumed, and beri­
beri ir rare compared to Malaya, Danirl.‘ I.’..::..: the number of cas*-/ 
trot 'occurred in the Indian native army, 'in cl L an jail.., and in Buro- 
trsnp • r t: :.i w*d in India. Of the thro.- groups, native ’cruops 
were . trickon no :t severely. Daniel ; reasons, that since a hundred 
i n i t hirty-tv o or *o . a in) n s; • t t h e n a t i v e t r c op • occ u rr o d in Mi nga -
p >ro (which he terns "an endemic area") he L. justified to exclude
10-hi'r case., in oV c-ilutlng the incidence in each group* 
•lud*. ,
He con
excluding the..o hundred and thirty-two cares, the 
incidence on the native troop.; is about one in five 
thou, and, or loss than among t the European troops, 
Thi* incidence does not support the views of those 
who hold that rice is the main or sole factor in 
the causation of Beri-Beri. The Europeans were 
mainly Rationed in Burmah, none from Jingapore, 
and though no doubt, in some form rice was taken 
by all or most of them, it would certainly not a- 
mount to the twenty-four to thirty-two ozzi* per diem 
supplied to rice-eating native troopc, "HI
By excluding ih< cases from ingaoore, Daniels may be presupposing 
infection (i * o., "place disease”). Moreover, he excludes thoxr one 
hundred and thirty-two case:; without even mentioning which type of 
rice they wore eating in Singapore, In fact, Daniels mention,; four
-er* ' -a. .-3- „„ 'I- i M'..' '-'S'..' v.L -S4S A -
pag^s later that they consumed uneured and Siamese
Later Daniel;, eritizes treatment of berilntrl
;;;y f j | : H  |^|| '.:.1^ ®lil'^ |
Braddon refers to India in the terms that Beri^Beri has# 
generally speaking been confined to Buraah and Mad­
ras, but omits to mention that nearly all the cases 
occurred in two or three regiments, that a large pro­
portion were stationed at^  Singapore, and that the 
incidence of the disea;e in European troops was 
nearly as g^eat as in the native troops, and much 
yrsater than the prison population,*!;
Daniel ; 1. utilining his calculation which excluded cases probably
■ m the a s .sumptism  that beriberi is a nlacc disease and expected
that dradd-m would accept thi - fig1'"'-': as the incidence in European
;troops * :
/ : Daniel • cb-ervo.;, "Among.:t the Tamil.: in Malaya, who all use
cured rice...Beri-Bcri i highly exceptional, both in those employed 
in agriculture and tho;o working at mines,.,though the Chinese
„ ■ ■ i n uworking in adjoining mines suffer severely." In the next para­
graph, he say-, M1*. is admitted that the geographical distribution 
of Seri-Beri as a common disease corresponds closely- to that of 
th*. u ,e of uncured rice, u sually * RangoonV (the cheapest),
In the following two observations, Daniels seems to be apply­
ing 3raddon*s theory on the points of rice preparation and the im­
portance of other foods eaten. He says,
The Malay" living in such kampongn are the only 
class that do not suffer from Beri-Beri, but it 
mu^t be remembered that their rice is always freshly 
husked, and is not accumulated in bulk, or liable 
to any but aerial contamination, and is husked in 
.mall quantities before u-e,
and two paragraphs lutr,
The better, or rather wealthier classes of Chinese 
escape Beri-lieri, though they also use ;,iamese rice
(uneured), either thr beat or second fUalityt 
■jo also do the Europeans* gut with both theae clasts 
there is more variety in the diet - % much larger 
proportion of animal food is consumed - and other 
vegetable carbohydrates in addition* The diet, in fact, is supersufficient*136
Thi . designation * ;uper sufficient” originate*; in Durham’s work
;;r\j h! in comment: on Durham* ■* cl assi float ion of toed in the fol- 
1 r-t. jng nann^  r i MK‘: 1 suri,an) *; v 1 de f he nat i• >n uaten in to * incur*
ficient,* * niffIcl-eit, 1 and Vuiv *':s.ffis! , 1 bat v;hat this di..;-
firs'"iss may be s--- 1 t -■ irn^r" Ms -vr at 1 t# fails
i'?■* ,> > J {0 J' * , ; ' ;d , **
Dm:**' --ay .., " 11 i;f !/ svor, c 1 "hat th*. mere con- 
• u.npti ui of * one ;red* ric^ 1. not In itself uffici-nt to induce
3-. i-3eri, oven when the diet is. little more than L, physiological-
« miy necessary*" * * ' Daniels supports- thi- statement by citing a 
seven-month period at the Kuala Lumpur Gaol and up to tv/o years at 
the Taiping Gaol shun beriberi did not occur even though stale un­
cured' rice .was used* Daniels does not, however, ■.teli'if e:thers^ r.tm-v 
ieles of the diet were changed or' if ..the 'amount of work, hence the 
rate at which the food was used up, decreased* But Dani* Is. conclude 
”it mu..t therefore be admitted that *uncured* rice, if the cause 
of the disease, is only capable of producing the disease at times*" 
He say;* HCr in other words, that much of the'uncured* rice does
not contain the necessary ingredients for the production of Beri-
,120Berl.w
,ince the countrie where uncured rice is grown have less
beriberi than Malaya, Daniels decided, "It is to changes in prep-
121aration, tran. it or .taring, that attention has to be paid*
Looking at the origin and dates of types of rice used in different
t  * ’ *J
institutions and mines, Daniels concludes. "There is, on the whole, 
therefore, no -.uch evidence of variaction itt the occurrence of Beri-
Beri as would support a theory of a common origin in the rice crop
1 22of a certain year in a certain country***
On the way to this conclusion, Daniels brings up the idea of
immunity* He addrew'os the outbreak at Kuala Lumpur prison which
he earlier 11 anted on the increased number of vagrants convicted*
Kany vagrant,. manifested the disease ;oon after entering prison*
But vagrant: in the Muala Lumpur leper Asylum and Hospital rarely
have beriberi*. Janieij considered people who manifested beriberi
son after entering an institution as carrier, of the disease*
~n this section Daniel :ays of the incident,
The of fc-quoted instance where at Kuala uampur, the 
Doper Asylum, the Lunatic Asylum, and the Prison 
sere supplied from a common stock of rice, loses 
:.orne of its signific nee when the effect of pro­
longed rc. idence under adverse conditions in the 
Malay : tate * is. con sidered... It is quite possible 
that in the wretched circumstance . under which 
1 eoer and lunatic' live outside t e asylum,*, that 
tray have been more frequently exposed to the condi­
tion necessary to induce Beri-Beri, and that those 
whs find their way to the asylums are the residue 
who are little liable to be attacked* 12**
Daniels conclude ;,
In brief, though both bodies of men were supplied 
with the same rice, the two bodie; of men had dif­
ferent antecedents, which might influence their re­
lative susceptibilities, and reduce the value of 
the experiment as to the * controls•* a more liberal 
dietary in other respects, and greater variation 
in it, as well as less confinement and less v#ork 
were al :o points which diminish the value of the 
con tro.L,. ”1^5
Khen explaining why the vagrants in the Leper and Lunatic Asylums 
do not enter and -oon become beriberic as is the case in the 
Prison, he considers the additional food articles and the amount
Of work secondary to the ;ujceptibility ba^ea on the type of life
:^V :^0 v V/V! SPS-V V^ V^-s-
Danielj then examines the time rice is harvested, and par­
asites and insects found in rice. He concludes the section on 
"sice as an ycca;.;ional Cause” by reasoning that since boiling
the rico when cook Ing does 
miohit he ;.m organic acid* 
to be formed by the action
not destroy the assumed poison! 
lic vorai of these acids
°f r^d.lrury molds on rice*
i t
known
In the ecti m  called "Dr. Braddon’ View ," Daniel.; li. t:; 
■>e five proof bradrton claims .import the statement that only 
ricn °at"r are ■tricken. In the- fifth proof there is :Va list of 
different .^ roup:* in a certain location xi>e the Chinese settler, 
in Calcutta. Noting the disease i • limited to one race which also 
uffers from berioori in it homeland, Daniel.: reunon. a : to this
li-*t by . ayi.n/j,
It i.- hoped th.it, in the fuller work which Dr. Brad- 
don l, nroducing, full and original references v/ill 
be given a in these, a. in so many case., the close 
association of reruns of the same race are likely 
to lead, in the ease of a moderate** / or slightly in- 
fectiou disease, to the* limitation of the di: ease 
vs;-; to the one class or race*
In 1**98, the General Hospital, Calcutta, had more Chinese shoe­
maker.? as patient? than any other Chinese class, and Daniels 
quip.i9 "( -.hoemakors are) not as far a3 I know, specially addicted 
to the consumption of rice."1"'*
Daniels critizes BraddonV: contention that Europeans in the 
Singapore prison escape beriberi because they eat bread Instead 
of rice Daniel * ‘ay;, "They (European inmates) work in their own 
gang separate from the natives, and have much fewer opportunities 
of acquiring a moderately contagious disease from the otfceSr pri~
sorter*. As a control * this ’mail gang of Europeans is inferior in 
every way to the control experiment of either Travers or Hamilton 
bright."*2® Daniels states in the next paragraph, ••Even the multi­
tude of imilar in lances, which Braddon states exist, do not ex­
clude infection, mediate or intermediate, as the cause of the 
pread of the disease. As this factor L, not excluded, the assump­
tion that any difference in food i:> the cause of the di ;ease re­
mains a mere as ,umption.
This i; Daniels . trongest objection to Braddon*.; theory, But 
it .is- obviouthat Daniel ■ did not take the theory seriously be­
cause in his three year; in  Malaya, he never designed nor conducted 
any ric7 experiment with control excluding infection to his sat- 
1 ; faction. As to Braddon* inquiry centering around particular 
clause; of rice, Daniel ; say.;, "The great argument, and to me, the 
only point in connection with rice or diet ax an important factor 
in the causation of disease, is the comparative rarity of the dis­
ease among t Tamil , as compared to the 'Chinese:, when both are- s 
living according; their own o il , toms.**" ' Noting that when the 
tv/o race; live under identical conditions in prison, th** incidence 
of beriberi is about the same for the two race.;, Daniels, lists 
other differences between the Tamil.; and Chinese besides the type 
of rice used. Citing such things as tho Tamil.;* use of condiment.; 
and oil bathes and the way they boil the rice longer than the Chi­
nese and throw out the cooking water, Daniel; also relates the 
ea ;e of a beriberic Tamil man who usually ate cured rice but ate 
an occasional bowl of uncured rice. Claiming that Braddon*. state­
ments about the Tamil; are too absolute, Daniels concludes, "As a
whole the general statements that the incidence of Beri-Beri is 
very small in the Tamil*, and that the rice u;ed by the Tamils 
i> prepared differently i- a correct one* Whether these two fac­
tor are in the relation of cause and effect i s  another matter#**^ 
Daniel : goo on to li *t Braddon'.: guideline.: for the degree 
of poison in a particular pared of rice. Recall that, according 
to Braddon, there i no fixed latent period because latency will 
vary -ith frequency and do. e of the poi on. Accordingly, objecting 
: > con.idering the latent period of ship beriberies a..* the day 
they board to the day their symp are pronounced, Brad don says, 
“That such evidence i; off ore 1 in support of the contention tha 
Beriberi i; usually rapidly produced (in hip epidemic:;), and that 
* everywhere on land,' especially with regard to the inmates of 
gaol,, the evidence 1; overwhelming that a very long period is ne~ 
ces .ary before the di ea e actually a p p e a r s D a n i e l ,  responds, 
"Both these statement: arc erroneous, and particularly so that re­
ferring to the incidence of the di case in the ori on , of the Ha-
 ^ i ■*laya nenni *ula..."* ^
in respon ;c to Braddon* s conclu ion that he has proved '•among 
rice eaters, Beri-Beri depend; on the sort of rice eaten,** Daniels 
call., Braddon*; observation "inconclusive" because the length of
time that prisoner., wore observed is unknown, and the controls were 
questionable. He says,
Many fact., adduced by Braddon could be explained 
equally well on the assumption of a degree of 
mediate or intermediate infectivity, and other of 
them on the a-: :umption that in the better fed the
u . ceptibility is le :
Immediately before he jummarizes the Braddon*s relationships between 
_ .: r^ice. beriberi,_.Daniels 3ays, "That a aiwilar.
many of the observations quoted by Braddon i s  no argument as to 
the absolute soundness of these observations of Travers and Hamil­
ton bright* Daniels seems to be discrediting Braddon as a sci­
entist. He has accused Braddon of falsehoods and faulty controls, 
and the next :evcrai paragraphs make him look irresponsible* Having 
held ;ome of the ley positions in British tropical medicine, Daniels 
may have felt that Braddon, a mere Colonial Medical Officer, was an 
overreaching pest.
Daniel : relates that the Government of the Federated tates 
of Malaya offered to finance and make available the facilities of 
any larger pri : n - for an experiment conducted by Braddon to prove 
hi; view-* Braddon choo :e a prison where there had been few case; 
unce 1902| therefore he postponed the experiment on account of a 
shortage of case . Daniel.; says of the prison choice, "Therefore 
not only were a large proportion of the pris ners per;ons who had 
nst previously had Beri-Beri nor were liable to relapse, but the 
chance: of infection, the riva' theory, were ,;mall*n^ ^  Daniels 
seems to be complaining th -1 infection would not be possibility, 
but one sentence U  ler well as expressing the sentiment in ear­
lier quotes, he say;, "Ho observations, in my opinion, can be ad­
mitted a- conclu :ive unless the question of infection by imported 
ca.es, pos sibly only by tho ;e in the early stages of the disease,
1 *>*7can be excluded*"
Concerning Braddon's relationship between the amount of rice 
consumed and beriberi, Daniel,; says, "Though no direct experiment 
has been made to prove this, he (Braddon) con aiders that the varia­
tion of Beri-Beri with the quantity of rice eaten has been demon-
atrafced among.t the Chinese population of the Federated Malaya
1 HState. ,* ' ' To BraddonV; ax ertion that only differentiation among 
Chine ;e people i., wealth and the extra food wealth can buy, Daniels 
ayi, "..hi? . t admitting, with Dr. Braddon, that social equality is a 
.tri'lng feature in Chine;:* life, 1 do not at all consider that there 
ore n * factor, other than the difference., in the amount of rice eaten 
be tve*n the wealthier and porr Chineeoj there are eriou differences 
vhieh affect the exposure to infection and immunity or susceptibility 
to di
draldon* ■ co rre la t ion  of  the inkheh * i n a b i l i t y  to apple-  
ment th e ir  die: an,! their  contracting  ber iber i  much more frequently  
than paid laborer , jani>: Is rop l i e  ., "One fa l la c y  connected with  
this  argument i. v e i l  ho an at --ungoi Lembing. The incidence of d i j -  
ea x  i .  hcavio i among the .,inkhoh.; during the f i r s t  s ix  months of  
th e ir  indenture, during the, next month. , though u t i l l  -inxhehs and 
fed as bofor---’, th*; incidence i reach lx. • ** ,umiaing up thi.; objec­
t ion ,  Daniel ay , "Continued re ;idonce without any change in the 
d ie t  dimini he* the ‘l a b i l i t y  to the disease- in place.; and among 
people where ease ; of the d isease  are numerous. 1 Daniel;: then 
challenge-; Braddon*;; :tatement that the condition.: in  the Malayan 
gaol: are 1 ore favorable to the spread of disease than those in the 
communities out ,ide pri ;on and cite * the holding tank., in some States 
which contain twenty-four men in one coll. Daniel.: state-, "No con­
nection can be traced, »•.ith any degree of exactitude, between the 
consumption of rice at: the Kuala Lumpur cr Taiping gaol, and the a- 
mount of Beri-Beri.”x ^
In 'the mxt section called "prison Diets,* Daniels 1 ,,v;, ’
* . * ' *1 - ’ ' - < ' v •* * /‘t'j h; t *•*’ , \  i
 ^; t J * „  ^ X; <?J ; ^ ; - ; ' _ -  [ ‘ . .  ^^  ^   ^ . V  ' 1 ^  ‘ "'*< ^  '* “ *
Xf m ? i i > * c r r S i
Instances are given by Dr. Braddon of the disappear­
ance of Beri-Beri when the amount of rice is reduced 
or the quality changed? and to these can be added a 
great diminution in the amount of Beri-Beri in the 
Singapore Gaol! at the end of 1904, when •Bengal* 
rice (grown in :iam and cured at Penang) was substi­
tuted for Rangoon rice? but similar, or even more 
marked, was the diminution of Beri-Beri in Kuala Lum­
pur in 1 9 9>» without any change in diet, when the. , 
introduction from without of fro h case, ceased. ^ *3
Daniels attributes the positive effect of removing rice from 
a patient. * diet to the balkiness of rice which a body with a di­
lated tomach and liability to cardiac failure has trouble digest­
ing-
the; following i.’ Daniel • conclusion on BradcionV, wo~ki
It vj?i, l think, bo seen that the proofs given by 
iiraddon are not a absolute as they are claimed to 
be, ;’he * Fungus * in the rice is assumed to exist? 
a fpoi on* is a sumed to be formed, and various as­
sumption , are made to explain any difficulties that 
arise in the application of his hypothesis to the 
explanation of fact;. Few if the proof.; given defin- 
i t v 1y exc1ude infect!on, and th0 fact; and figures 
* i uo1 0d f 0r ya1ay a, are a t varian ce witn th o ; e of 
s t h c e 0 b ; 0 r vers * ! K * *•
In regard to food, ..Danie. s conclude "An inferior diet and bad 
hygienic conditions may in group..* of susceptible persons, promote 
the diffu .ion of Beri-Beri when once the disease is introduced? 
but the hy^’ ths i . that diet or any article of diet, sound or un­
bound, can orginate the disease ha; in my opinion no facts to sup
port it.
Daniels* own t; cory involves an Infection which is spread by 
people in the early stages of the disease. The infection is 
thought to be transmit tad to man by lice. Experiments transfer­
ring lice from beriherics to Orang-Outangs were "negative as re«
146gards th® production >f any definite disease*
■ i it.--* -  S ^  1 V ' S S S ' W , .   ^ f'-.> ,
v *1hilat realising that we do not know whether a parasite is the 
cause of the disease, nor if a parasite it is an animal, nor if
,uch a parasite exists that it requrires an intermediate host,
analogies are in favor of such a v i e w . D a n i e l s  resembles Man- 
here xn his dependence on analogy and deductive reasoning for 
whicl; r.'anson was famous. But Daniels' criticism of Braddon's ten­
uous fungus and poison arc hypocritical, for his own theory en-
t a i ] .  even more # I f  * n « *
3 : : ! :,fY , 4 . t - c r o . ;  1J F  TI-4  IN.:
1.b a n l i a a ^ L  ’ ■ ■ e n d e d , t h e Colon
t e e  of ' th e 1 .Lcnd-'O c r: o l » e  T.<c vt e d S r , ;  H
to  be ih ? n e x t  D i r a 0 l c r ^nt An ; t i t u + -
In . '  v i  t u t e > member >r t> in.; ti tut- in t]
why t ! 1e  '11 a i .  -n a  r V-. on -hf; In. ; t i t u t e  an*
T r o p i  c i!  r. r'd \ min*': v. • ic  :e V'-ncf] v■'e do not 1
p o l i c y ::il • • c h a n g e d 1 the- In  .titute was n;
1 ti 3 Administrative
federal department and became a branch nf the Medical Department.
. r&3er, a ^ co ttia n  p a th n lo g is t , was the f i r s t  D irecto r  not to be 
cho ;en by the London Tchool and also  the f i r s t  to serve more 
than throe y e a rs .  He was D irector  from 1906 to 1916. wHis special- 
train  in; in put ho log;;, chemistry, and.pharmacology, equipped him
:n.': . ■ ' ] i.i0 .i
: o r :a boralory research," '
**hen ho arrived in walaya, "Fraser*;: attention was soon drawn 
to the rice theory of beriberi for which Dr, */• L. Braddon, .vtate 
Surgeon of Negri Jemibilan, was already 00 able and vigorous a pro 
tage n \.it... Fraser thought that the question should be put to the 
crucial test of experiment."'^0 Fraser designed the Durian Tipys 
experiment which involved two groups of Javanese laborerst one 
fed cure d rice and the other uncured rice, under conditions which 
excluded infection.
In 190?f dir Thomas Stanton (187,5-1933) arrived at the lH-r'4- 
twte* to a s s i s t  Fraser 1 he was sent by tM Teens *:ary of 
Then ;tanton came, Fraser was Just about begin Kb* -
^nd utii \
J tan tan a t  the experiment s i t e  while a t  the I n c t i -
\t F ft y ,.
rh * *
*‘V T .
r 3U!t . v
Zimirtnd samples of r i c e  x an t by , t a n v n  each day. ^
? the experiment deeis : \ - ly showed a connection
n type, .of r i c e  e a t e n  and beriberi. .
f’t. . *
inn the next several yearst ?rax or and J tan ton worked
ln  ^ ,w‘Vh- C)nnoet.i 'sn and tried Braddon \ poison link first*
” i’hc 1 r f •,
f-i fM
a-t::dro, to  i s o la t e  -  poison# in conjunction with th e i r  hie
to ]o ^ lc a 1 oxarr,irn*.ion of r i c e ,  then led them to consider the pos-
Uni
Of.-e nu t:r 11 1 uefee t in the di e t f .152 In th e ir
: tpd ; i r jr> u■n her I -he:r i , th-o prog res:3 ;o:f F r a s e r 's
mo*!icnt S’lS ro : ; r ch :is r o t Icetod in the original a r -
1 th<:j' publ i ■:hod be tv,e<: n 2901j and I
S X ot:‘o doubt tha i he Juran Tipus experiment would
ndue: d in 19 0 ? und juoh at tention given to rise if
been 1 he Dir ec to r of 1 V\ ,o In. : t i. iut o inn tea&  ‘W* F raso r .
‘triad ian .?>c + r, ha .'•f ■ • <i,r  r T, 1ties w1 1 h Mans or and the
-■ . In if-r\ -■<■ x | , tan r1 .*' j* ' rv d 1:he s t a f f at  t he Ho.;pita'
jise a no. : in w-ondo,FI a: hrsure.? euro*. >n t o , i r  F a tr ja k
90? hen he : ef t f'or .olay-s, , tan'ton v;n;j a demonst^a-
ond-r. 'eh "ol . t,an ten 13 do. crib^ :i as: ,# tO become In
due course one of the moot astute and -r\fine I of Munson* s l i e u ­
tenant; . m1 ** Harold ,eott# author of The History o£ Tro p ica l 
Hedieimj, maintains that **hi : (Man . mV:} Interest in avitaminosis 
though that designation was then unknown - i; shown in hi:; corre­
spondence with Dr. Jtanton (,.*ir Thomas) relative to the research 
of the latter into the aetiology of b e r i b e r i . B u t  the contents 
of a l e t t e r  Mans on sent to Jtanton m  February 1903 read# •’There
52
art  to my mind not a few things difficult to  reco n cile .w itfr  th is  
r i c e  hypothesis .  Pay as much or more a t te n tio n  to the f a c ts  
again ; t  as those fo r  r i c e •
CONCUR ION
ill of the investigator^ wo have diucuaoed allowed that food 
mi^ht play nome role in beriberi. For Wright, food was the means 
by which the infectious organism in dirt entered the human body* 
Durham believed an Daniels did that die' can affect a person's 
susceptibility to the infection, but he also advanced that pieces 
of re; tdua1 food in the mouth and throat might have a role in 
hi;, idea of throat infection,1^  In his 1901 speech, Mans on stag* 
gested that the beriberi germ may grow on rice and cereal ware­
house walls and fall into the rice, and cereals. In the Tropical 
Mstapes text, Manson and Manson-Bahr thought that food deficien­
cy made a patient susceptible to some, even then, undiscovered
germ and its ensuing infection*
looking back, v*u Lien-Teh, a student who worked with Daniels 
on beriberi at she Institute, says, “Most of us were at that time 
ob ;essod with the po ssibilities of microbiology and the ambition 
to discover a living organism to explain the course and spread 
of the affect'on. herein perhaps lay the reasons for the failure
1 gQ
of early workers like Hamilton v.right and Daniels,** J  Blinded 
by the same obsession and ambition and in his tenaciousness to ap­
ply the parasitic and germ causations of disease which were the 
foundation of tropical medicine at the time of these beriberi in* 
vestigations, Kan3on could be compared to a man who shouted, "there 
is a black eat in the cellar." And Wright, Daniels, and Durham
could be the men who went running down the stairs and "hunting in
^ r  - '  *•
■^ ill ; 'V* it A A ^ t A Amt A-'
a dark cellar for a black cat that wasn't t h e r e , Pro* his ex­
perience vu :.ien-Teh offers some advice which, had Mam on taken 
it, probably would havo lessened the time it took to discover 
the true otiolo/ry of beriberi. Llen-Teh said, "The chief of a 
service or scientific organization obtains quicker and wore sub­
stantial resu]to from his staff if he is ready to supervise and 
correlate their results rather than to dictate to then their 
dutie and method of approach of any problem assigned to theau"^®
p;% ■ r sillm:M
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